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Identification of Evolving Fuzzy Rule-Based Models
Plamen Angelov, Member, IEEE, ,and Richard Buswell

Abstract—An approach to identification of evolving fuzzy
rule-based (eR) models is proposed in this paper. eR models
implement a method for the noniterative update of both the
rule-base structure and parameters by incrementalunsupervised
learning. The rule-base evolves by adding more informative rules
than those that previously formed the model. In addition, existing
rules can be replaced with new rules based on ranking using the
informative potential of the data. In this way, the rule-base struc-
ture is inherited and updated when new informative data become
available, rather than being completely retrained. The adaptive
nature of these evolving rule-based models, in combination with
the highly transparent and compact form of fuzzy rules, makes
them a promising candidate for modeling and control of complex
processes, competitive to neural networks. The approach has
been tested on a benchmark problem and on an air-conditioning
component modeling application using data from an installation
serving a real building. The results illustrate the viability and
efficiency of the approach. The proposed concept, however, has
significantly wider implications in a number of fields, including
adaptive nonlinear control, fault detection and diagnostics,
performance analysis, forecasting, knowledge extraction, robotics,
and behavior modeling.

Index Terms—evolving fuzzy rule-based (eR) models, fuzzy
models identification, rule-base adaptation.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTROL theory (including identification and adaptive
systems) has matured and is now a well-developed and

structured field, its linear part in particular [2]. Real-life ap-
plications, however, often do not comply with the rigorous as-
sumptions under which the basic conclusions of this theory have
been made. First principle models, which are based on mass and
energy balances, can be difficult or even impossible to derive
[3]. Many factors and time variations that influence the process
are often ignored or their effects are considered a disturbance,
which can result in locally applicable models. A significant por-
tion of the process knowledge is qualitative and imprecise and
therefore can not be used in such models [19].

Fuzzy rule-based (FRB) models successfully address these is-
sues, because of their inherent flexibility and transparency. Re-
cently, they have been successfully used to effectively blend and
interpolate different operating regimes, which could be locally
linearized [4]. The main obstacle in the design of FRB models
is the proper, adequate and expedient generation of their struc-
ture (the rule base, membership functions and linguistic labels)
and parameters. Another stumbling block, which is still unre-
solved, is that fuzzy models arenot adaptive. This hinders their
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application to practical problems where the control object, or
the environment, is changing significantly [9], [19].

A typical tendency until early 1990s was to rely on existing
expert knowledge and to just tune fuzzy sets’ parameters using
gradient-based methods or genetic algorithms (GAs) [27].
During the late 1990s, so-calleddata-driven or rule/knowl-
edge extractionmethods were intensively developed [5], [8],
[10]–[12], [16]. The attempt was to identify the model structure
and parameters basedprimarily on data. In the approach, the
expert knowledge plays a nonessential role. The techniques
used are mainly clustering, linear least squares and/or non-
linear optimization [5], [8], [10], [16] for fine-tuning of both
antecedent and consequent parts.

Very recently, in fact in parallel with this work, fuzzy neural
networks [18] withevolvingstructure have been developed. A
so-called “self-constructing fuzzy-neural network controller”
[18] is primarily oriented to control applications. It uses dif-
ferent mechanisms of rules/neurons update based on the error
in previous steps [18], while evolving fuzzy rule-based (eR)
models [9] use the informative potential of the new data sample
as a trigger to update the rule-base. The latest mechanism
ensures greater generality of the structural changes (that the
rules are able to describe a number of data samples) from
the moment of their initialization. In addition, the mechanism
of rule-base modification (replacement of a less informative
rule with a more informative one) is considered in [9] ensures
a gradual change of the rule-base structure and inheritance
of the structural information. The mechanism for rule-base
structure update used in [18] tolerates the first different data
samples rather than the most informative ones. It therefore
makes more changes to the structure and can potentially form
rules around outlays. It is not possible for an outlay to become
a rule center using eR model method. In [18], the learning
scheme (gradient-based error back propagation) is iterative and
potentially biased to the local minimums. The consequences
(output parameters) are singletons, which is simplified special
case of the linear models used in [9].

eR models evolve their structure. A new rule is generated if
there is significant new information present in the data collected.
If the new rule is very close to an existing one the later is re-
placed. This procedure isnoniterativeand is based on the de-
scriptive potential of each data sample representing a measure
of the accumulated spatial proximity of the data. The appear-
ance of a new rule indicates a region of the data space that has
not been covered by the initial training data. This could be a new
characteristic of the process or reaction to a new disturbance.
In fact, many regimes and process states can not be practically
included into the training data set (such as faulty process be-
havior), but states close to them could well appear during the
process run.
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The proposed approach distinguishes whether a new data
point is an outlay by judging its informative potential. A high
potential indicates that there are a number of similar data and
the point is not an outlay. If the informative potential of the
new data sample is high enough and it is not too close to an
existing rule, it is added to the rule base without replacement
of an old rule. It is important to note that learning could start
without a priori information and only a few data samples. This
interesting feature makes the approach potentially very useful
in autonomous systems and robotics as a tool for accumulation
of knowledge. Published approaches for structure adaptation,
like reinforcement learning[21] and pruning [22], adapt or
minimize a given, fixed structure. The proposed approach
considers an evolving model structure throughthe inheritance,
modification, andupgradeof the rule base.

Systems that are ableto learn the behavior of the object of
modeling and control could be considered as a basis for a third
level of control [9]. The first level comprises local controllers
and the second, adaptive controllers, including supervisory
controllers in hierarchical systems. The distinctive element
is the ability to learn (to change and enrich) their structure.
Such systems could be namedintelligent or smart adaptive
systems [9].

Real-timeonlineapplications, however, are hampered by the
need to recursive calculation of the model parameters. A com-
putationally effective approach, which avoids the need of mem-
orizing large matrices with the data or using of moving time
windows as in [9] is treated in a future paper. Considerations in
the present paper are limited to the use ofall available past data.

This paper is organized as follows. Fuzzy model identifica-
tion is considered in Section II. Identification of eR models with
recursive calculation of the informative potential is presented
in Section III. In separate subsections it is treatedhowandwhy
the procedure works and the essential stages are defined and de-
scribed. Section IV represents experimental results considering
a benchmark problem of Mackey–Glass time-series predic-
tion and an air-conditioning engineering component modeling
problem, based on data from a real installation. Concluding
remarks are given in Section V.

II. FUZZY MODEL IDENTIFICATION

Fuzzy model identification has its roots in the pio-
neering papers of Takagi and Sugeno [13] and Pedrycz [14].
Takagi–Sugeno (TS) fuzzy models have found much wider
application than the relational fuzzy model [14], due mainly to
the computational and interpretation efficiency they have

(1)

where
th fuzzy rule;

number of fuzzy rules;
input vector; ;
antecedent fuzzy sets, ;
output of the th rule;

and parameters of the consequence.

In this form, it represents multiple-input–single-output
system. The degree of firing of each rule () is determined
by the Gaussian law, which ensures the greatest possible
generalization

(2)

where
center of a rule

is a positive constant, which defines the zone
of influence of the rule. Too great a value of
leads to averaging, too small a value, to over-
fitting. As a rule of thumb, it is recommended
to use and
to ensure smooth overlapping.

The model output is calculated by weighted averaging of indi-
vidual rules’ contribution

(3)

where
diagonal matrix with its diagonal ele-
ments representing the strength of theth
rule ( );
output of the th local (linear) submodel.

The problem of fuzzy model identification is treated in more
detail in [3], [13], and [16]. Generally, the identification of a TS
model could be divided into the following two subtasks:

i) identification of the antecedent part of the model (1),
which consists of determination of the centers (

) and spreads () of the membership functions;
ii) identification of the parameters ( and ,

, ) of the consequent
part.

The first subtask could be solved bysubtractive clustering
[16], which surpasses other methods, like fuzzy C-means [17],
Gustafson–Kessel [23], fuzzy k-NN [24], etc. because of its
simplicity and efficiency. This clustering algorithm, which is
an improved version of the originalmountain clustering[25],
is based on the notion of the informative potential [16] of a data
point ( ; where is the augmented data vector ,

; denotes number of training data sam-
ples). This potential depends on the spatial proximity between
this point andall other data points. Instead of the Gaussian type
function used in [16] and [25] we use the Cauchy form

(4)

where , denotes projection of the distance between
two data points ( and ) on the axis , .

This form of the potential is also monotonic and inversely
proportional to the distance as is the exponential form. In addi-
tion, however, and as it will be demonstrated in the next section,
this form of potential it also makes possiblerecursivecalcula-
tion.
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In order to solve the second subtask, to estimate the parame-
ters of the consequences, first let represent the local submodels
in vector form forall the training data

(5)

where
vector of parameters of the consequent
part of the th rule of the TS model;
matrix formed by addition of a uni-
tary column to the vector in order
to accommodate the role of the free
coefficients .

It is interesting to note that for small increments of the inputs
( ) and the output ( ), i.e., assumingsmoothmapping
the parameters resembles the Jacobian of obtained by
linearization of around certain data point ( ) [29].

Combining (5) with (3) in vector form forall the training data,
we have

(6)

The vector of consequence parameters (, )
could be found by linear least squares [2] applied per rule [9],
[30]

(7)

where
;

or the recursive version, called the Kalman filter [2], [13], [16]

(7a)

where
weighted inputs matrix for theth rule;
big number;
identity matrix;
covariance matrix.

It should be noted that (7) could lead to numerical problems if
matrix is singular or close to singular. is positive definite
because of (2)–(3), but for distant points it could have very small
values. An accepted way to overcome such numerical problems
is to use pseudo-inversion [16], [28].

III. I DENTIFICATION OF ER MODELS

In this paper, a procedure for data-driven identification of eR
models is considered. This allowsincrementallearning of both
structure and parameters of thegradually evolvingmodel as op-
posed to thefixed structure models considered in the previous
section. It includes the following stages.

Stage 1: Initialization of the rule-base structure (antecedent
part of the rules).
Stage 2: Estimation of the parameters of the consequent
part by linear least squares.
Stage 3: Prediction of the output by the eR model.
Stage 4: Reading of the next data sample at the next time
step.
Stage 5:Recursivecalculation of the potential of each new
data sample to influence thestructureof the rule-base.
Stage 6:Recursiveup-date of the potentials of old centers
taking into account the influence of thenewdata sample.
Stage 7: Thenewdata sample competes with theexisting
rules’ centers. Decision tomodifyor innovatethe rule-base
structureis taken.

The execution of the algorithm continues with Stage 2.

A. Proposed Algorithm: How it Works

Stage 1.The rule-base could contain one single rule only
based, for example, on the first few ( ) data samples. Then

(8)

where
index of the data;
number of data available initially;
first rule center.

In principle, the rule-base could be initialized by existing expert
knowledge. Generally, however, it could be based on the iden-
tification approaches, described in the previous section. In this
case

(8a)

where denotes the initial number of rules.
Stage 2.Parameters of the consequent part are determined by

least squares technique [2].
a) For the case when a new rule is added or a rule is replaced

(see Stage 7),all previous data are used and parameters are cal-
culated by (7). This requires the use of matrices (and ) with
increasing dimensions, which hampers direct real-time applica-
tion in online mode. This problem could be overcome by in-
troduction of a time moving window [9] or by using recursive
least squares. It should also be noted that only a small number
of data (usually about 5% as the experimental results show) has
high enough potential to modify the rule base and so changes to
the rule base do not occur often.

b) The structure of the model is not changed. Then, parame-
ters of the consequent are determined recursively by [9]

(9)

where the first equation shown at the bottom of the next page
holds.

It should be noted, that the matrix, which is inverted (
) has much smaller dimension ( ) in respect

to the dimension of and as . Large portion of
information is passed in compressed form trough the recursive
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update of the co-variation matricesand from the previous
step’s calculation speeding up the algorithm execution.

At Stage 3, the output for the next time step ( ) is esti-
mated using (6) as

(10)

where is the estimation (prognosis) of the output by
the eR model.

At Stage 4, the next data sample is collected.
At Stage 5, the potential of each new data sample isre-

cursivelycalculated. Transforming (4) the potential could be
expressed for the first data available as

(11)
or as in shown in (11a) at the bottom of the page. Substituting

the recursive expression follows:

(12)

Analyzing, it is easy to see that ( ) and
could be memorized from calculations of the previous step

( ), while depends on the new data point only.

At Stage 6, the potentials of the centers of the existing clus-
ters/rules arerecursivelyupdated by an amount governed by the
spatial proximity between the new data point and each of them:

(13)

where denotes the potential of theth center for the
th data.
The use of already calculated potentials of clusters, leads to

significant time and calculation savings because these values are
calculated from large matrices ( will usually be a large
number). At the same time, they have accumulated information
regarding the spatial proximity ofall previous data.

Stage 7compares the potential of thenew data sample to
the potential of existing centers and takes decision whether to
modifyor innovatethe rule-base.

IF the potential of the new data point is higher than certain
threshold AND the new data point isclose to an old center
(14)

(14)

where
new data sample;
center of the th rule;
potential of the new data;
potential of the th rule.

THEN the new data point( ) replacesthis old center

for

(15)
This mechanism (Fig. 1) is calledmodificationof the rule base
[9].

(11a)
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ELSE IF the potential of the new data point is higher than
certain threshold

THEN it is accepted as a new rule’s center

(16)

This mechanism is termed rule-baseinnovation [9]. The
preservationof rules andgradual upgrade by one rule
only instead of completely rebuilding the model when signifi-
cant new information is available provides aninheritanceof the
useful information contained in rule-base structure. It should
be noted that outlying data are automatically rejected because
their potential is significantly lower due to their distance from
the other data.

The algorithm continues with Step 2 until .
In this paper, as in [9] and [16], the values of the thresholds

are determined as

(17)

The upper threshold ensures that data samples with potential
above the half of the best are accepted only. Its value influences
the number of rules present in the final model. The value of
50% of the maximal potential showed a good balance between
the model complexity and precision [9], [16] on a number
of examples. The lower one defines agray zone [16] where
the data are checked on the proximity to the existing centers.
It influences the number of replacements of centers, which
will take place. Alternatively, both thresholds could be equal
to the meanpotential of all rules

(18)

A graphical representation of the algorithm that realizes the
proposed approach is demonstrated in Fig. 2. All steps are
noniterative. Using the approach, a transparent compact and
accurate model can be found by rule-base evolution based on
experimental data with the simultaneous estimation of the fuzzy
set parameters. It is interesting to note, that the upgrade rate
with new rules does not lead to an excessively large rule base.
The reason for this is that the proximity of a candidate center
to already existing centers is controlled by a hard restriction,
differing from [18] that employs pruning.

B. Proposed Algorithm: Why it Works

Initially, the algorithm, as with the other approaches, uses a
fixed set of rules as given in Section II. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3 using the simplest two-dimensional case. The data avail-
able initially are depicted with stars. They are described by five
rules – , and the zone of influence of each rule is depicted
by solid line circles in Fig. 3. Subsequently, new data samples
are collected. They are depicted in Fig. 3 by “x” and “o” sym-
bols. Each time a new data sample becomes available, its infor-
mative potential (a reciprocal form of the Euclidean distance to
all already available data) is calculatedrecursivelyby (12). The
rules centers potentials are also updatedrecursivelyusing (13).

Fig. 1. Rule-base innovation.

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the proposed identification algorithm.

On this basis, the mechanism forrule-base innovationand pa-
rametersnoniterativeupdate is triggered when a data sample is
found to represent some new feature, to the extent that estab-
lishes a new rule in the model.

In Fig. 3, the potential of the data sample depicted by a bold
“x” symbol is an outlay and its potential is not high enough to
establish it as a new rule. The potential of one of the other data
samples depicted by ‘”x”symbols, however, lays between the
thresholds (17) and hence the rule is replaced by a new rule

. Similarly, one of data samples depicted by “o” symbol has
high enough potential and is not too close to existing rules (14)
and hence a new rule ( ) is introduced.
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Fig. 3. Rule-base evolution for a two-dimensional case.

In this way, the rule-base structure isgradually changed
(one rule is replaced or a new one is added), while ensuring
the inheritanceof the vast majority of the rules (all except one
are preserved till the next change). Effectively, this change of
the rule-base structure is equivalent to a gradual innovation of
the data space partitioning. Constant updates and checks of
the potential of the new data samples, (12)–(17), arerecursive,
noniterativeand, hence, very inexpensive computationally.

The new rule base is better suited to the changed data pat-
tern, because it has both an up-dated structure (data-space parti-
tioning) and parameters, while it inherits significant part of the
old structure. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that in this illustrative
example, the new model (bold dash–dotted line) represents the
changed data pattern better then the old model (solid line), while
preserving the character of the model. The replacement of rule

by could be, for example, due to a saturation of ,
which could be difficult to be registered by the data available
initially (data samples denoted by ‘x’).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The new algorithm has been tested on the Mackey–Glass
chaotic time series prediction and the results compared to those
generated by existing techniques, published in [5], [16], and
[20]. A further component modeling example is demonstrated
using data from air-conditioning equipment installed to serve a
real building.

A. Mackey–Glass Chaotic Time Series Prediction

The chaotic time series is generated from the Mackey–Glass
differential delay equation defined by [16], [20]

The problem is to use past values ofto predict some future
value of . The same example as published in [5], [16], and [20]
has been adopted here to allow a comparison with the published
results. Accordingly, , and the value of the
signal six steps ahead is predicted based on the values
of the signal at the current moment, six, 12 and 18 steps back

Output

Inputs

The data range of has also been adopted,
with the first 500 samples forming the training data set and the
second 500 forming the validation data set. The nondimensional
error index (NDEI), used in [5], [16], and [20] has been calcu-
lated to compare model performance.

The values of the thresholds used are given in (17). Since the
number of data samples is low, there is no practical need of intro-
ducing a moving window. The radii parameter ( ) re-
mains a user-defined value that controls the generalization prop-
erty and, respectively, the number of rules present in the model.
The number of rules generated is also affected by the order of the
new data and the data history. This is due to the relative nature of
the thresholds, which depends on the specific data available at
certain moment. Therefore, the results generated over the same
training data set, but separated on initial and evolved parts are
different.

To generate comparable results to those already published,
the first 500 data points were used to generate a model using
the new approach. Part of the data was used to establish
the initial model and the eR algorithm was left to run over
the remaining data. Fig. 4 shows the model training for one
of the trials, using 200 initial samples and 300 in evolving
mode. The top plot shows the target series and details the
sample-wise appearance of the rules and rule changes. The
points highlighted with a circle show the initial model rule
centers. The points marked with a square show new rules. The
points marked by an asterisk show the rule base changes and
the numbers represent the sample number of the rule that has
been superceded by the new rule. The bottom plot gives an
indication of the intensity of the rule base innovation over the
training period. This rule-base innovation process has been
driven by recursivelycalculated and updated potentials of the
new data (samples from 318 to 617 from the Mackey–Glass
series) illustrated in Fig. 5.

At the end of the training process, the resultant model was ap-
plied to the validation data set, which was the second set of 500
unseen data (corresponding to the time series sample numbers
from 618 to 1117). The NDEI was calculated for the model pre-
dictions of the validation data and the results given in Table I.
The results show that the new approach can yield a better model
than the techniques which consider afixedstructure, improving
the validation data model prediction NDEI significantly. The
same procedure has been applied to trials with only 50 and
10 data initial samples and the rest (450 and 490, respectively)
evolving mode. The initially generated model using subtractive
clustering [16] based on 500 data samples was also used to pre-
dict the validation data set. The higher NDEI compared to that
after theincrementallearning is evidence of the improvement
of the model in terms of the identification and description of the
process.

The techniques listed in Table I use the 500 sample and the
solution to all of them require iteration, with the exception of
subtractive clustering [16] and the linear prediction algorithm
[20]. It is obvious by inspection of the time-series curve shown
in the top plot of Fig. 4, that the character of the data is quite
well defined from 500 data samples, but much less so with just
10 or 50 data samples. This illustrates the ability of the pro-
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Fig. 4. Learning with 200+ 300 training data.

Fig. 5. Potential values in respect to the thresholds.

posed approach to evolve the model starting form a very limited
number of training data samples; a property extremely impor-
tant in robotics and the design of autonomous systems.

One comment on the Mackey–Glass time-series as a bench-
mark problem is that it has a distinctive periodic characteristic,
demonstrated by the top plot of Fig. 6. This shows the target
series used in training (samples 118 to 617) overlaid with the
target series used in validation (samples 618 to 1117). The
bottom plot of the same figure shows the difference between
them. It is unlikely that a model having low error on training
data will perform poorly on validation data that are almost the
same. The problem is a well-known benchmark used in [5],
[16], and [20], therefore, the new approach has been tested on
it in order to compare performance with published approaches.
The advantages of the eR modeling, however, become more
obvious when the character of the data changes. This has been
shown when the initial model has been built using only a
small number of training data. This characteristic is further
demonstrated by the following example.

TABLE I
COMPARISONWITH PUBLISHED RESULTS

Fig. 6. Comparison of the Mackey–Glass time series training and validation
data (samples 118 to 1117).

B. Air-Conditioning Heat Exchanger Modeling

Air-conditioning systems generate comfortable indoor envi-
ronments through the control of temperature and humidity. An
important system component in the control of these properties
is the cooling coil, a water-to-air heat exchanger. Fig. 7 shows a
typical configuration. Air at various temperatures and humidi-
ties is drawn over the coil. A desired air condition at the outlet
is specified and the mass flow rate of chilled water, at a nomi-
nally fixed temperature, is varied to achieve this condition. The
operating point of the coil is largely dependent on the ambient
(weather) conditions.

Fault detection and diagnosis in air-conditioning systems,
cooling coils in particular, has been an area of great interest
in recent years [25]. Most schemes rely on some model of the
component or system. The problem is to generate a model that
can precisely predict the current system operating condition
from the measured system inputs, while being robust at han-
dling unmeasured disturbances. In fact, one of the challenges in
the modeling of real air-conditioning systems is how to handle
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Fig. 7. Typical configuration of air-conditioning cooling coils.

the lack of experimental control that exists in typical measured
data and the unexpected relationships between system compo-
nents [26]. FRB models are a promising candidate for modeling
these types of complex relationships.

Air-conditioning systems operating conditions are primarily
dependent on seasonal variation in the ambient conditions.
This means that it is often impractical to gather a set of
fully representative data to train a globally applicable fuzzy
model. Using data from one season only results in a model
that is severely limited in its applicability. Such an approach
would require repeated regeneration of the whole model when
the data pattern changes. The evolving rule-based modeling
approach is demonstrated here to be able preserving the core
rules to autonomously restructure the model rule base so that
the model can describe the new regions in the input data space
and hence, generate precise predictions.

1) The Problem:The task is to model the characteristic tem-
perature difference across a cooling coil based on the following
measurements, depicted in Fig. 8:

• flow rate of the air entering the coil;
• moisture content of the air entering the coil;
• temperature of the chilled water;
• control signal to the valve.

The control signal positions the valve and controls the mass
flow rate of chilled water through the coil. The signal can be
used to infer the water mass flow rate in the model. In fact, using
control signal as an input variable results in a model that charac-
terizes the coil and control valve. All measurements and signals
are time continuous and contain transients. The transients are
not considered significant in the context of this paper, so they
have been neglected to simplify the example.

The data is from a full-scale air-conditioning test facility.
Data from three months (May, July, and August) over two sea-
sons (summer and spring) is shown in Fig. 9. The top plot shows
the output data and the lower plots, the input data. The initial
section of data was used to train the initial model. The data was
generated for a July day by exciting the valve control signal
over the whole range of operation. The data from the summer
and spring days were collected with the system operating under
normal conditions on days in August and May, respectively.

Fig. 8. The cooling coils model input and output relationship.

Fig. 9. The experimental data from a system serving a real building.

The initial model was generated using data from different sea-
sons. This was then used to predict the summer and spring op-
eration. The eR model generates predictions at each new data
sample learning the information in the new data. The rule base
was up-dated and the parameters re-estimated, as and when new
information was detected in the data.

2) Results: Fig. 10 compares the performance of the initial
model with the eR model, based on the data shown in Fig. 9.
It should be noted that the scale of the-axis of the top plot
is 40 times that of the bottom plot. The initial model was gen-
erated using subtractive clustering on the initial 437 samples.
The eR model uses the same parameter as in the above example
(radii, values of thresholds. As the different operating seasons
are presented to the initial model, the predictions are very poor,
highlighting the weakness techniques withfixedstructure have
in terms of extrapolation. One way this could be resolved is by
regenerating the whole model after data has been collected from
the new operating regions.

The lower plot of Fig. 10 demonstrates that the model pre-
diction errors using the eR approach are reduced significantly.
The relatively large errors apparent in the training data samples
are because the transients present in the real data have been ne-
glected in the models. At sample number 438 the error is due to
poor extrapolation which is rectified with the introduction of a
new rule at sample number 496. This rule is labeled “43” in
Fig. 11, which details the rule base innovation with respect to
the system output. The numbers adjacent each asterisk in the
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Fig. 10. Rule base evolution over the seasonal data.

Fig. 11. Prediction errors. The top and bottom plots show the initial model and
the evolving model performance, respectively.

top plot refers the sample number whose coordinates formed the
rule that has been superseded by the coordinates of the current
data point. The bottom plot shows the sample-wise information
about the rule base innovation.

The example demonstrates that it is likely that there will be
some additional error present when abrupt changes occur in the
operation characteristics. Such a condition will continue until
sufficient data to from a new rule are observed. Slowly changing
model environments are much less likely to cause the same ef-
fects. The approach, however, is demonstrated to be able to cope
with such dramatic changes.

The ability of the eR model to move into the new data regions
is exemplified in Figs. 12 and 13. Fig. 12 depicts the regions
of the input data space by plotting each one as function of the
system output value. The three seasons are highlighted in dif-
ferent shades of gray and the centers of the rules are in black,
labeled with the rule number. The plot shows the rule descrip-
tion of the training data. It also illustrateswhy the initial model
is incapable of predicting the system performance in new data

Fig. 12. Regions of data input space and rule center location of the initial
model.

Fig. 13. Regions of data input space and rule center location of the eR model.

regions. Fig. 13 shows the same plot after the structure evolu-
tion. The rules have been changed clearly in favor of the new
regions, resulting in significantly better prediction.

The results illustrates that in modeling of real objects val-
idation on a limited range of data is not sufficient to guar-
antee global applicability because behavior of the object or
its environment could change significantly. Unseen regions of
operating space that force extrapolation, result in unreliable
model predictions. The new eR method has been demonstrated
to overcome this significant problem.

V. CONCLUSION

Identification of evolving fuzzy rule-based models is studied
in the paper. It is computationally effective, as it does not
require retraining of the whole model. It is based on thenonit-
erativeinnovation of the rule base by unsupervisedincremental
learning. The rule-based modelevolvesby replacement or up-
grade of rules.
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The adaptive nature of this eR model in addition to the highly
transparent and compact form of fuzzy rules makes them a
promising candidate for modeling and control of complex pro-
cesses competitive to neural networks. This concept has been
applied to the well-known benchmark problem (Mackey-Glass
time series prediction) and it’s performance compared to other
published algorithms. The ability of the approach toinnovate
the rule base to account for new regions of the system operating
space as they are encountered has been demonstrated using an
air-conditioning problem based on real data.

The approach has been demonstrated to give improved model
based on the same number of data due to the different way of
forming the model. The main advantages of the approach are as
follows.

• It can develop/evolve an existing model when the data pat-
tern changes, while inheriting the rule base.

• It can start to learn a process from a very low number of
initial data samples and improve the performance of the
initial model.

• It is noniterativeand hence computationally very effective
(the time necessary for calculation is a fraction of a second
in Matlab environment running on a 550-MHz PC for each
new data sample).

The proposed concept has wide implications for many fields,
including nonlinear adaptive control, fault detection and diag-
nostics, performance analysis of dynamical systems, time-series
and forecasting, knowledge extraction, intelligent agents, intel-
ligent buildings, behavior, and customized comfort modeling.
The results illustrate the viability, efficiency and the potential
of the approach when used with limited amount of initial
information, especially important in autonomous systems and
robotics.
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